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Introduction

T

his book is a compilation of “wisdom-moments” from great (or
obscure) movies by famous actors of the past and present. People
such as Elizabeth Taylor, Cary Grant, John Wayne, etc.
Not only actors but also famous people of history like Queen
Elizabeth. Under the category of “Revelations” unknown people are
represented, proving that you don’t have to be rich and famous to
have wisdom to impart. There are also adages, old sayings, proverbs,
legends, sagas, and slang.
To be more accurate, the words which come out of a famous actor’s mouth is more than likely to be a product of the script writer.
Thus the quotes from movies by famous actors may or may not represent his or her personal point of view. It is universally recognized
though by writers – generally – that most every movie has to have a
lesson, a message, or a particular lesson for the audience.
That wisdom is of two types: one is serious and the other is “wacky.”
The latter being far more entertaining and thus may make us smile,
laugh or otherwise catch our fancy. I was an orphan, so I did not have
the advantage of being taught how to deal with life. I had to experiment myself to find out what is wise and what is folly. This is not the
best way to learn and I experienced pain and embarassment. I always
wished I had some wise parents to explain things to me, like how to
deal with women, the value of a virtuous, honest and righteous life. I
also needed spiritual guidance, but I didn’t get it until late in my life.
This is why Famous Quotations “Revelations” is offered. It gives all the
things that I really needed when growing up. I hope it gives you the
guidance and wisdom to grow up too.
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FAMOUS QUOTATIONS
PART I
“When I was a kid playing cowboys and Indians, I was always the
Chinese railroad worker.”
Bruce Lee
“Life requires psychological as well as physical cleansing. So cleanse
like the coyote howling at the moon. Oh, I feel better already.”
Tim Carey
“Forgive your enemies but first get even.”
Jimmy Cagney
“Nothing will benefit human health and increase our chances for
survival as much as the evolution to a vegetarian diet.”
Albert Einstein
“Ambition is like an itch that is difficult to scratch with satisfaction.”
Abraham Lincoln
“By giving the common a noble meaning, the ordinary – a mystical
aspect, the known – the dignity of the unknown, the finite – the
appearance of the infinite: I Romanticize.”
Novalis
“An angel is a celestial being after death, but before that she’s just a sucker.”
Betty Davis
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“When two people are interested in killing each other; one of them
will be gravely disappointed.”
James Bond
“I don’t step aside, I step up!”
Jean Claude Von Damme
“Why do girls stare at one special man like they fell in love at first
sight. And yet they are thinking – why he’s no better looking than a
Greek God and no more as charming as Cary Grant.”
Shirley McClain
“When the going gets rough, the great ones party.”
Garfield – the cat.
“There’s one important thing that keeps love from harmony, it’s called
foolish pride.”
Robert Michum
“Love is a notion, so don’t speak now but wait ‘till the morning, so you
can understand with a cool head whether it’s the real thing.”
Robert Michum
“It’s a shame that those who rule, cannot be ruled themselves.”
Robert Michum, Bandito
“Nobody ever lies about being lonely.”
Montgomery Cliff, From Here To Eternity
“We are on the threshold of the most crucial day of our times.”
John Wayne, D-Day
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“I don’t know all women, and quite possibly I’m a fool, but after all
we’re all quite human, aren’t we?”
Cary Grant
“Man who go to bar for pick-up, but drink too many martinis – only
catch olive.”
Rock Hudson, Man’s Favorite Sport
“The people of Hollywood are a strange lot. In the Summer they live
in trees and in the Winter, they live in boroughs.”
Lucille Ball, Stage Door
“Dames are just like the traffic; you gotta know when to stop and
when to go.”
Jimmy Stewart, Ziegfeld Girl
“If love is right; it is the most precious gift in the world. But you must
be sure that it is right; for if it is just lust – there is nothing in the
world more agonizing.”
Betty Davis
“Love has got to be a fair game. It must be played by two with equal
chances.”
Nelson Eddy
“Sometimes implications don’t smell too good, but I’m gonna let it
pass.”
Mickey Rooney
“Give ‘em the fist, give ‘em the wrist, give ‘em the finger !
Danny Kaye, The Inspector General
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“Some days are great for a race: the human race !”
Clark Gable
“I sometimes have to teach men to dance and some of them have to
start from scratch.”
Carmen Miranda
“Even if you do imbibe; you don’t have to be a clumsy lout!”
W.C. Fields
“When stomachs are empty; spirits are low.”
W. C. Fields
“The career of a famous actor is just like this: you’re required to sing
a song with 100 verses, but after negotiation they are satisfied with
90.”
Gary Cooper
“If you really experience love; you must go on loving.”
Kirk Douglas
“Death comes time and time again, throughout your life; then goes
away. When it comes for the final time, it comes as an old friend.”
Betty Davis
“It pleases me to hear romantic talks; so much so that I sometimes
collect them and store them away with the treasures of my heart.”
Sandra Dee, Tammy
“Ah feel more embarrassed than a big pumpkin with a fat candle lit
inside.”
Sandra Dee, Tammy
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“The mind can hold only so much, until ideas just spill out and get lost;
that’s what happens when you get old.”
Sandra Dee, Tammy and the Doctor
“Humans got more layers than an onion.”
Sandra Dee
“When you don’t know what to think; you’re discombobulated.”
Sandra Dee
“No man can ever know a woman as much as he loves her, because
then he belongs to her, which is easier than belonging to the world.”
Spencer Tracy
“True love transcends all politics.”
Cary Grant
“Water never hurt a feller yet, it keeps his hide from crackin’”
Thelma Ritter
“Stop dreamin’ what yer thinkin’; stop thinkin’ what yer dreamin’ –
Wake up and put it in perspective.”
Thelma Ritter
“The problem with humanity is that they have no faith in human
nature.”
James Cagney
“It’s useless to hold a person to anything he says; when he’s in love,
drunk or running for office.”
Shirley McClain
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“You can judge a society as a whole by the way they treat their animals.”
Mahatma Gandhi
“Compassion, in which all ethics must take root, can only attain its full
breadth and depth – if it embraces all living creatures and does not
limit itself to humans.”
Albert Schweitzer
“It takes a certain type of man, to take care of a certain type of woman.”
Ann Southern (Congo Maisie)
“When the ruthless ambition of one man threatens to engulf the whole
world, it becomes the solemn obligation of all free men to affirm
that the Earth belongs not to any one man but to all men. Thus the
right to freedom is the deed and the title to the soil as well as to all
that exists.”
Queen Elizabeth I
“Tequila is Mexican for zombie.”
John Payne
“A man’ capacity is usually relative to his goals.”
John Wayne
“The problem men have with women came originally from the garden
of Eden. It was decided then that what men get from women is
much better than apples.”
Cary Grant
“Sometimes the taunting of a wench or a tart makes for good sport.”
Capt. Jack, the Pirate
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“We adventurers have a language all our own.”
Capt. Blood the Pirate
“The Roman Empire declined and fell, as every empire tends to do,
more likely as a result of occupying too much territory too far
away, with too many troops. It becomes a difficult and extremely
expensive undertaking. It is a history lesson that the U.S. with
troops now in more than 100 countries might contemplate.”
Jim Rogers
“I have a serious health problem, which I share with many Americans.
It is called T.S. Or Two Stomachs.”
Knucle-Head of the Three Stooges
“Manys the time I thought I’d be shovin’ off, but the Lord wasn’t yet
ready to meet a scoundrel like me.”
Capt. Jack, the Pirate
“Since 1959, commodity futures have produced better annual returns
than stocks and outperformed bonds even more. Commodities have
also had less risk than stocks and bonds, as well as better returns.”
Jim Rogers
“As far as real love and life is concerned – hearts don’t break; they
might crack a little – but they go right on beating.”
Jane Wyman
“People make such big deals out of things. For instance, yesterday my
doctor gave me a choice. He said, it was either cigarettes or cancer
and something had to be given up. I didn’t cry about it; I gave up
cancer right away. So what’s the big deal?”
William Powell
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“There’s something very attractive about my bottom; it attracts cactusneedles like a magnet.”
Bette Davis, The Bride Came C.O.D.
“If a stranger wakes you up these days, he can’t be a preacher; preachers
usually put you to sleep.”
Edward G. Robinson
“If you can figure out why women act like they do when they’re in
love; you’ll get first prize !”
Edward G. Robinson
“Never agree to something, before you know what it is !”
Toshiro Mofune
“You’re wondering how I got over your fence into your back yard.? !
Well, I used to be a cat burglar; so I leaped up and out (somersaulted)
then I just dropped right in.”
William Powell
“If I thought for a moment that dog is man’s best friend; I would -- slit
my throat without delay.”
William Powell
“Lonely people look for lonely places.”
Susan Hayworth in Untamed
“It’s never too late or too soon to live.”
Susan Hayworth
“Dreams do come true; if you want them bad enough.”
Chuck Norris
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“When the impossible dream comes true; turtles will stand up and
dance.”
Johnathan Brandis
“The greatest wisdom of martial arts is self-control.”
Johnathan Brandis
“I don’t believe in hitting women; especially those that are heavier than
me.”
Nelson Eddie
“I am at the temple of male bonding: The men’s locker room, the
holding tank of male testosterone.”
Jim Varney as Ernest
“An actor who believes in integrity has a simple life.What he likes to read
– he acts on.What he doesn’t like to read; he doesn’t want to act.”
Cary Grant
“You sure you got the right foe, we haven’t even been introduced.
Kirk Douglas
“Teen-agers are like the H-Bomb; it’s much safer to watch them go off
at a distance.”
Rock Hudson
“I don’t have to make sense; I’m Italian.”
Gina Lollabridgida
“Man is the only animal that is clever enough to build the Empire State
Building and stupid enough to jump off.”
Rock Hudson
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“The strangest meditation and the test of a lover is to find out how
many men she’s had in the past. Is she as promiscuous as me? Oh
you know, I’ve always been a team player.”
William Frawley
“I’m an old sinner, nothing shocks me.”
“We are all part of the human crusade.”
“Life can be wonderful if you have a little courage, a little luck, and a
little money.
Charles Chaplin (Limelight)
“Day and night, the waves of the ocean come and go, asking the same
question, but getting no answer. Just like the–pot of gold–program.”
Joan Blondell, Topper Returns
“God has a big heart.”
Attributed to Anthony Quinn Zorba the Greek
“Danger is always a fair price to pay for excitement.”
“When you’re sly and someone outfoxes you; it’s a rare education.”
Clark Gable, The King and Four Queens
“It’s a shame on all men, when a woman has to sleep alone and cry for
a man.”
Anthony Quinn, Zorba the Greek
“An army travels on it’s stomach.”
Napoleon
“Some attractive women have keen minds, unfortunately it is
inseparable from a very disturbing body.”
Gary Cooper (Ball of Fire)
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“Seeing the future is like looking at a sweet rice cake: you scrutinize it for
a while but you cannot be sure, unless you taste it – then it’s too late.”
Merlin, Magician
“An artist does not have to be dead to teach you something.”
Van Gelder
“Karl Marx said that the perfect society is classless. He would have
been proud of our modern day cities: Many of the people in them
have no class at all.”
Luther Burbank (Superman)
“Never look down on any living thing. Tomorrow, it may be looking
down on you
Luther Burbank
“You can see anybody, if you just try long enough.”
Thomas A. Edison
“You will not get a satisfactory result, if you force sex to do the work
of love or force love to do the work of sex.”
Mary McCarthy
“If all economists were laid end to end, they could not reach any
conclusions.”
George Bernard Shaw
“I’d love to kiss you, but I just washed my hair.”
Betty Davis
“So cupid takes it on the chin again, I guess we’re both chumps.”
Betty Davis
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“A good book is clear, precise and logical. Love is just the opposite,
it gives you one message one day and the next day it’s completely
contradicted.”
Spenser Tracy(Without Love)
“Do-not judge one by his past lovers. An artist may paint many
portraits, before he finds his masterpiece. Now, as an artistic lover;
I can honestly say You are my masterpiece.”
Eroll Flynn, Don Quan
“Call off your dog, I might bite him! In fact, I might bite you too;
unless you talk and talk quick!!”
Lucille Ball, Without Love
“Everybody to their own taste, said the old lady as she kissed the cow.”
Ann Southern, Maisey Goes To Reno
“Ask yourself truly and fairly: Are those the good old days or are these
the good old days in the future.”
“The trouble with responsibility is that it puts you way behind in your
drinking.”
“Here’s a toast to you two, and to you two too, and back to you two –
too. Toot=Toot!”
William Powell (The Thin Man)
“In the grand old year of 1902; I was just a gleam in my Father’s eye.”
Myrna Loy(The Thin Man)
“Oh, if only one knew before a miracle would happen.”
Betty Davis, Deception
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“Life happens, just when you were making other plans.”
Bob Dylan
“I confess, flatfoot, I knocked over an audience with my cronies,
Mickey, the mouse and Donald, the duck.”
Cary Grant, Bringing Up Baby
“Don’t tell me you love me; let it grow.”
Dana Andrews, Daisey Kenyon
“There’s nothing like a crisis to bring out what is inside a person.”
Joan Crawford
“There must be something more important than women, ah yes- but
what?”
“Some men close their eyes and dream, others open their eyes and hope.”
Eroll Flynn, The Adventures of Don Quan
“Food comes before philosophy.”
Marco Polo
“You never would notice but there’s little people out there who might take
a liking to you and if they do; they’ll let you know in your dreams.”
Betty Davis
“Sometimes fate makes a beautiful mistake and we are together again,
instead of apart.”
Alec Guinness(The Scapegoat)
“I’ve always ate well, despite what happens in my love life.You see, I’ve
learned not to confuse my stomach with my heart.”
Carl Reiner
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“When you’re in the hospital; you only are supposed to think of happy
thoughts.”
Elizabeth Taylor
“Some things demand an immediate response; like a red-hot poker in
your hand: Drop it !”
Fred McMurray (Double Indemnity)
“Never accuse your lover of your own imagination.”
Frank Morgan (Lady Luck)
“There’s a big difference between mostly dead and all dead. If he’s all
dead, there’s only one thing you can do: Rifle through the pockets
for loose change.”
Rob Reiner
“Fortune favors the pure of heart.”
Merlin, the Magician, Pinocchio
“Always let your conscience be your guide.”
The Good Fairy, Pinocchio
“It is truly said, that everyone must die, indeed there’s much food for
thought there Yes, and much thought for food.”
Alfred Drake, Kismet
“Saying that you find favor with Allah is most impressive. This is an
excellent reference in the Universe, but I need a local reference.”
Ann Blythe(Kismet)
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“I drink but I don’t get drunk, it rots my brain and without my brain,
I’m defenseless
Alfred Drake (Kismet)
“He who can see out of three windows at once, sees more than he who
sees out of only one window.”
Alfred Drake, Kismet
“Death is the great leveler, without distinction.”
David Crockett, The Alamo
“Sometimes I’m forced to sell my horse, but never my soul.”
David Niven, Enchantment
“Outside, many houses look alike. Ah, but inside, you will find another
world.You must see what the mirror sees, hear what the walls hear
and feel what the floor feels.”
William Johnstone, Enchantment
“Age is just a matter of mind, and if you don’t mind; it doesn’t matter”
George Burns
“Being with a loving woman is like snuggling up to a pot-bellied stove
on a frosty morn.”
Rock Hudson, That Touch of Mink
“I’ve been told that prize fights are fixed and the loser is just acting.
Well, I don’t see the loser getting up and taking bows.”
Danny Kaye (The Kid From Brooklyn)
“When you’re dealing with miracles; don’t overplay your hand.”
Cary Grant, The Bishop’s Wife
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“Never drink anything stronger than you are”
Rock Hudson, That Touch of Mink
“Life does not have to be perfect to be wonderful.”
Annette Funicelli
“A man without his dreams withers and grows old.”
Ali Baba
“Life should be experienced as a magnificent adventure.”
Helen Keller
“Beauty provoketh thieves quicker than gold.”
William Shakespeare
“I might have said it all wrong, but at least I said it.”
Alan Ladd
“A gentleman doesn’t grab.”
Tony Curtis
“Where liberty dwells, there is my country.”
Ben Franklin
“Never trust a mountain lion when she stops snarling and never trust
a mad woman when your back is turned.”
Clark Gable
“Each friend represents a world in us, a world possibly not born until
they arrive.”
Anais Nin
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“Doing your best at the right moment, puts you in the best place for
the next moment, which is pregnant with possibilities.”
Oprah Winfrey
“When a girl is under 21, she’s protected by her Father. When she’s 65
she’s protected by nature. Anything in between is fair game.”
Cary Grant
“Loneliness is one of the greatest mysteries of the human heart.”
Anonymous
“If I offended you without apologizin’; you can take away my yo-yo.”
“Sue me, Sue me; what can you do to me.”
Frank Sinatra (Guys and Dolls)
“We don’t stop playing because we grow old; we grow old because we
stop playing.”
George Bernard Shaw
“The problem with people with no vices is that they are sure to have
some very annoying virtues.”
Elizabeth Taylor
“I want something made perfectly clear; I never explain anything.”
Mary Poppins
“Let’s go fly a kite, up to the highest height. Let’s go fly a kite and send
it soaring through the atmosphere. Up where the air is clear. Oh,
let’s go fly a kite !”
Mary Poppins
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“Sometimes war requires the greatest bluff since falsies.”
Kirk Douglas, Cast A Giant Shadow
“Blow out the candle, for I would rest my eyes.”
Katheryn Hepburn
“Don’t worry about my untamed side; I promise not to spit on the floor.”
Susan Hayworth, Untamed
“No-one lives forever, but we all shine through.”
Stephen King
“Only one thing is rarer than a compassionate heart and that’s a warm
smile too.”
Sigmund Romberg
“Yes, forgive your enemies, just like the preacher says; but first get even.”
Jimmy Cagney
“In whatever place they burn books; someday they will burn humans.”
Heinrich Heine, German Poet – 1839
“Yes, and certain women of our company, who arrived at the tomb of
Jesus early were astonished, for they did not see a body. They said
they saw a vision of angels who said that he was still alive.”
Luke 24. 22 & 23 The Holy Bible
“Never trust a man who never dances.”
Buddha
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“Inner worry can drive you day and night, eventually breaking down
your health; as well as poisoning your spirit.”
Buddha
“There’s a plan engraved in the heart of every being at birth.”
Buddha
“What can go wrong, will go wrong”
Murphy’s Law
“Whatever goes wrong on Wall Street can be used to your advantage;
providing it goes wrong consistently.”
Jim Roger’s Law
“The race is not over; till the race is run.”
Old English Maxim
“Whenever anger gets the best of you, think of a warm, sunny day in
Summer and say aloud: Sun is Warm, Grass is Green.”
Buddhist Discipline
“Life is a series of rooms. Sometimes you share a room with a valuable
person.”
Julie Ellis
“Would you like to dance, honey; in other words – Shoot Me the
Chassie, Lassie.”
Bob Hope
“When a soul arrives at its full bloom, it begins to show special color
and spreads a sweet fragrance of the Divine Spirit of God.”
Hazrat Imayat Khan
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“A wise man does not examine a gift too closely.”
Confucius
“If someone dies; it just doesn’t seem right, unless someone cries.”
Mickey Rooney, Life Begins for Andy Hardy
“You must admit to yourself – in all honesty – that sometimes clouds
cover the mind; but one who is enlightened, sees through a hole in
the cloud.”
Buddha
“My whole life is full of love – real or imaginary. Now that I’m older, I
can’t decide whether I just had some charming illusions.”
John Wayne
“We share the sun and the moon; shall we not share the Earth.”
Confucius
“None of us own anything, but for maintenance sake – we are entrusted
with land.Therefore, I now charge you to be stewards for the Lord.”
The Holy Bible
“A tear in the eye, is worth two in the bush.”
Danny Kaye (The Inspector General)
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Quotes from The Music Man
“You’re a touch of the old blarney, make no mistake about it.”
Robert Preston
“A coward dies a thousand deaths; a hero – only - 500.”
Robert Preston
“As far as a woman’s love is concerned, if you pile up all the maybe
tomorrows; you’ll find that you’ve collected nothing but a lot of
empty yesterdays.”
Robert Preston
“If you cannot cry; you are not in love – love requires tears.”
James Garner (Thirty-Six Hours)
“There’s nothing like a cold bath to turn a boy into a man.”
“I don’t dream big; I dream small.”
Clark Gable (The Tall Man)
“I trust people now and then; you have to guess when!”
Humphrey Bogart, Dark Passage
“A soldier has no future and no past. All he knows is the present
moment, and in that present, he must have a full stomach.”
Omar Shariff (The Last Valley)
Some men are attractive to girls and some are universally known as
the twerpiest twits of all time.”
June Allyson, Good News
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“Every now and then, a pocket full of money will whop the pants off of
plain hard work.”
Bruce Deen
“I won’t always have this job. Someday I’ll be able to wield the financial
muscle of this institution. I’ll be able to move assets around like
chess men on a financial chess board. Someday, corporate managers
will shudder at my approach, for I will be ~ A Bank Clerk !!!
Jim Varney in Ernest Goes to Jail
“If you don’t want to sound stupid speaking romantically; you don’t
deserve to fall in love.”
Amanda Peet
“Graveyards are peaceful places where you can rest. Just pull up a
tombstone and have a seat.”
Cary Grant, Arsenic & Old Lace
“It’s human to lie ! Most of the time we cannot be honest with ourselves
without it
Toshiro Mofune, Roshamon
“I am Audrie Hepburn... Cross my heart and kiss my elbow.”
Breakfast At Tiffany’s
“If I don’t come back with a great story; you can put me in short pants,
set marbles in my hand and call me sonny.”
Ben Hesht, Nothing Sacred
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